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Well, that year sure flew by! A wide range of NASCOE experiences,
great colleagues to work with, and a sense of satisfaction made for
an awesome year. I appreciate the patience of the NASCOE
leadership in mentoring me, and special thanks to Jessi and
Marcinda for watching out for me. My greatest challenge for the
coming year will be filling the shoes/high heels of the experienced
executives moving off the committee, a daunting task. I think the
high heels will fit best!

Lawrence Parker (Vermont)
Northeast Area Executive
Cell Phone: (917) 714-9487
Work Phone: (802) 288-8155
Email: lap1955@gmail.com

I went into the convention concerned that too much time had been
devoted to area breakout sessions, based on past experiences
within the NEA. I was pleasantly surprised; not only did we spend all
the time productively listening to reports, discussing hot topics, and
entertaining special guests, we could have used more time! 15
members joined the sessions, a mixture of delegates, regular &
associate members, plus a candidate vying for the NASCOE
secretary’s position. Our area chairs presented detailed reports
generated from committee breakouts, filling members in on the
year’s activities and plans for 2020.
Discussion surrounding the proposed amendment to the by-laws
was minimal; all members present were supportive of the proposal,
hands down, putting the onus on each state to abide with IRS
requirements. Membership felt NASCOE needed to have leverage to
encourage compliance.

Annette Hyman (New York)
Northeast Area
Alternate Executive
Cell Phone: (716) 998-7294
Work Phone: (716) 652-1400
Email: ahymana@aol.com

There was an extended dialog on the topic of mail delivery, or lack
of, and the consequences of missing dues checks. Several solutions
were suggested, and a sense of urgency to correct the problem was
pressed upon leadership.
Goals for the next year are consistent with historical goals;
increasing membership, development of the next generation of
leaders, promoting the NASCOE PAC, improving communications,
and getting more people engaged. I would like to see more

involvement of state committee chairs by taking charge of their
areas of responsibility and lessening the burden on state presidents.
I’ve encouraged that at the area level and feel our NEA chairs
flourished.

Northeast Area
Committee Chairs
Awards/Scholarships
Sheryl Michener, RI
Email: Sheryl.michener@outlook.com
Phone: 845-661-1402

Benefits/Emblems
Maria Granger, ME
Email: mtgranger@gmail.com
Phone: 207-242-2834

Legislative
Annette Hyman, NY
Email: ahymana@aol.com
Phone: 716-998-7294

Membership
Tina Williams, VT
Email: tinawiliams2017@yahoo.com
Phone: 518-232-2321

NAFEC
Dan Shockey, WV
Email: dan.shockey@gmail.com
Phone: 304-518-9242

Negotiations Consultant
Jamie McLane, MD
Email: jmclane@bdvfd.org
Phone: 301-481-5965

Programs
Kate Hemstreet, NY
Email: kmhemstreet@hotmail.com
Phone: 518-588-9300

Publicity
Carole Hill, MD
Email: chill570@hotmail.com
Phone: 717-253-5069

I would be remiss if I didn’t give a huge shout out to the Kansas
folks who did an outstanding job hosting this year’s convention.
Personally, from the early Monday personal pickup at the airport, to
the late drop off on Sunday, I felt they were watching out for me
and everyone else to ensure we had a great time. We sure did!
Closing, I respectfully request that my report be filed as submitted.
Respectfully,
Lawrence A. Parker, NASCOE North East Area Executive

2019 NASCOE Convention
NEA Legislative Report
What a busy 2019 the NASCOE Legislative Team has had. Starting out the
year with the possibility of a government shutdown, continuing resolutions,
then finally a partial government shut down, to being required to return to work
with no pay. It was a frustrating, confusing, and unprecedented 2019 for FSA
employees. The Government Employee Fair Treatment Act of 2019 Bill has
now given us a little more protection going forward in case there is another
government shutdown. This bill states that each employee of the US
Government furloughed as a result of a covered lapse in appropriations shall
be paid for the period of lapse in appropriations, and each excepted employee
who is required to perform wording during a covered lapse in appropriations
shall be paid for such work, at the employee’s standard rate of pay, at the
earliest date possible after the lapse in appropriations ends, regardless of
scheduled pay dates. Also, employees required to work shall be entitled to
use leave which compensation shall be paid at the earlies date possible after
the lapse in appropriates ends, regardless of scheduled pay dates. Currently,
a bill is being worked on to have CCC funds available to pay County Office
Employees if required to work during future government shutdowns while
working. This is welcomed news especially after observing NRCS employees
working and getting paid during this last furlough. NASCOE Legislative
Consultant Hunter Moorhead was very instrumental in working on this change.
Another piece of legislation currently being introduced is the Federal
Retirement Fairness Act H.R. 2478 that was introduced on May 2, 2019. This
bill will help crediting temporary time. Hunter has reported that Congress is
beginning to look at appropriations. To date there hasn’t been much
movement. On May 2, Reps. Derek Kilmer, D-Wash., and Tom Cole, R-Okla.,
introduced the Federal Retirement Fairness Act (H.R. 2478). If signed into
law, the bill would allow federal employees covered under FERS to make a
deposit for post-1988 civilian service that was previously not available for
credit. There has been little movement on this bill as well.
Former NASCOE Legislative Co-Chairperson Jackson Jones was featured in
a video shot at the Minnesota Convention delivering a powerful presentation

Of NASCOE and PAC engagement. I once again encourage everyone to visit Minnesota Association of FSA
County Office Employees Facebook page to watch.
As NASCOE PAC Coordinator I have been responsible for tracking and balancing the NASCOE PAC and
promotions. While this is a bi-weekly time commitment, it has been rewarding. I have the following statistics
for the NEA:
PAC participation per state:
Connecticut
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New York
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont
West Virginia

2
2
4
4
7
1
11
6
1
10
6

Total for the NEA is 54 contributors for a total of $228 per pay period. That equals 19% membership
participation. Until last week the NEA had 20% participation; which was my goal. I was thrilled that we had
three new, one increase, and one lump sum contributions received at this year’s NEA Rally. The NEA gained
seven new/increased contributors and lost four this year. Thank you to all that joined in contributing to the
NASCOE PAC this year. I encourage all members to take some time and consider contributing $1 - $5 a pay
period. If you have any questions Larry or I would be more than happy to answer them for you. My goal for
2019-2020 is 22%.
This year’s NASCOE Legislative Co-Chairs Donny Green and Neil Burnette helped develop a new NASCOE
Leadership Development Program. This is much different than the typical legislative conferences held in the
past. This program will focus on targeting prospective and aspiring leaders at the state level to engage and
recruit leadership to serve at state, area and national levels within NASCOE. I will be attending as a mentor
sponsored by NYASCOE.
I would publicly like to say thank you to NEA Executive Larry Parker for selecting me as the NEA Legislative
Chairperson and to all the Northeast Area membership for supporting me this year and all those in the past. I
truly feel that both my NASCOE membership and PAC contribution has helped make a difference for FSA
County Office Employees. I enjoy serving our Northeast Area.
Respectfully submitted,
Annette M. Hyman
NASCOE NEA Legislative Chairperson

Awards and Scholarship Committee
2019 National Convention Report
I [Sheryl Michener] have been asked to fill the role of NE area awards and scholarship committee chair. At first, my
thought was I don’t have time for this, but taking into consideration how this has helped my family, I was eager to
accept the position. This is a role that is near and dear to me as I have college-aged children that have benefitted from
the scholarships. Young emerging adults heading to college have a lot of difficult decisions. Both of my daughters have
been blessed with scholarship opportunities. Having an organization that has thought of the impact this token can have
is very important to me.
As the NE Area Chair, I will work to encourage my states to increase the participation within their states and within the
NE area. The procedure is easy and the results rewarding.
Working with the NE area presidents has been very rewarding. Getting to know the applicants before and after
presentation of awards has also been very rewarding. We are all busy and we are all hard workers, but the time spent
getting to know coworkers from my area has been very rewarding.
I look forward to comminuting in this role.

Traditional Scholarship:
NEA had 4 applicants
1 – NY
3 - WV.
NEA winner is Jennifer Keehan - NY.
Jennifer is a high school senior in Fultonville NY. She is an active member of 4-H and FFA. She is the Montgomery County
Dairy Princess for 2018-2019. She is an honor roll student and plans on attending a 4-year college majoring in Agriculture
and then on to Veterinary school.

Opening Continuing Scholarship:
NEA had 2 applicants
1 - RI
1 – WV
NEA winner is Zachary Parson - WV.
Zachary is currently attending Potomac State College of WVU at Keyser, studying sustainable agriculture
entrepreneurship, and is on the Dean’s List. Zachary’s ideal job would be working for NRCS or FSA.

Sick leave awards:
NEA has 4 recipients
Harry Hudson - Delaware - 1000hrs
Joann Rogers - New York - 1500hrs
Bill Bennett - West Virginia - 2000hrs
Michael Biser - West Virginia - 2500hrs

Distinguished Service Awards:
THE NEA Winners are:
Service to Agriculture: Anne Belleville – RI
Anne began her FSA career over 40 years ago right out of high school with Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS). Anne has been a Program Technician for Programs and shared duties with Farm Loan. During that time,
she has seen many changes to agriculture in our State and many changes through 9 farm bills. She began in the office
using a typewriter, then technology advanced to the System 36 with floppy discs and trac fed Dot Matrix printers. Acreage
maps were 24” x 24” black and white satellite photos. She has been our rock, our glue. For instance; pose a question to
her, “Anne, in what handbook can I find blah, blah?” There is an immediate answer. “Anne, who operated ABC farm?” A
quick reply is guaranteed! On occasion the State or County Office will receive a call from a producer from years past. They
often ask, “Is Anne still with you all?” Anne has built the reputation over the course of 4 decades of being the foundation
of the RI Kent County Office. Our farmers have relied on Anne’s assistance for years. She is truly invaluable, and we will
be losing not only a wealth of knowledge, but a steadfast and pleasant member of our FSA family if she ever decides to
retire.
Service to NASCOE: Marge Christy – VT
There is no argument that the foundation of NASCOE is its members. The many support the efforts of the few who have
the flexibility and initiative to fill the vital leadership roles that keep NASCOE running. Marge Christy is one of the many
whose service to NASCOE is measured by not only her membership dues and PAC contributions, but more importantly by
her unending generosity in support of NASCOE’s scholarship program. Marge began her FSA career as a PT over 25 years
ago, and I suspect she joined NASCOE at the outset; I know she has been a member for the twenty years that I’ve known
her. Over the course of those twenty years Marge has been an ardent supporter of the scholarship program, yearly
providing either handmade quilts and/or gift baskets containing homemade preserves, pickles, maple syrup and crafts.
These donations are always hot ticket items at the NEA Rally; they generate enthusiastic bidding and have garnered
thousands of dollars that directly benefit state and national scholarship programs. Marge can be counted on to provide a
variety of foods for VASCOE state meetings and for the hospitality room at Vermont sponsored NEA Rallies. When called
upon, she has willingly taken on chair duties for VASCOE and filled vital roles in support of NEA rallies held in Vermont.
While some may think Marge is simply a cog in a much larger wheel, without that cog, the wheel doesn’t turn. For her
steadfast support of NASCOE and the scholarship program, I feel Marge deserves recognition for her service to NASCOE.

Service to Community: Eileen Powers – VT
Over the course of the past few years, Eileen has become increasingly involved in efforts to improve the lives of less
fortunate people within her community. What stands out to me is her commitment to fund raising efforts that benefit
the Vermont Foodbank. Over the last 6 years Eileen has taken part in an annual fund raiser where she enlists sponsors to
support her in a 50-mile point to point bike ride. Whether it has been cold and rainy or hot and humid, Eileen has

completed the ride and raised over $5000 in donations that go towards providing healthy food and other life necessities
to the needy.
In addition to this effort, she has been involved in a yearly community dinner sponsored by USDA employees that has
become a much-anticipated event for the local community. This dinner is offered free of charge and is geared towards
folks frequenting the area food shelf and senior shut-ins who find limited opportunities to get out and interact with
community members. The yearly dinner feeds over 75 attendees and averages over $500 in contributions that go
directly to the area food shelf.
Eileen has also become involved in an annual Branch Out Burlington event, where volunteers get together to plant trees
in a nursery for future transplanting in the City of Burlington. Over 150 trees are planted each year, and Eileen has often
been a part of the main work force digging holes, placing soil, adding compost and mulch. After spending a few years in
the nursery getting well established, the trees are donated to the city for planting along the streets and sidewalks,
enhancing the beauty of the urban setting.
Recently Eileen has become a blood and platelet donor at the local Red Cross. This selfless act provides critical blood
products that benefit numerous patients in life threatening situations.
Finally, Eileen has been a softball and basketball official for many years. She has officiated at all levels of competition;
grade school, high school, and college. The benefits for youth involved in athletics has been well documented, and those
opportunities would not be available without the under-appreciated efforts of dedicated officials.
Eileen has been a member of NASCOE since she became eligible as a full-time employee some 15 years ago. She has
attended multiple area rallies, been to a national convention, and is a supporter of NASCOE's PAC. I feel she is deserving
of recognition for her service to community.

2019 National Convention, Manhattan, KS
NEA Membership Report
Submitted by: Tina Williams, NEA Membership Chair
2019 has been a very memorable year in many ways, furlough of course being at the forefront of those
memories. I look at furlough in a positive light, not so much in the not having a paycheck arena but in the
communication arena. NASCOE was putting out communication to its members sometimes multiple times a
day! I know I have stated in the past that we get the most communication from NASCOE when we are
furloughed but this furlough, to me, showed extreme passion for communicating with members. For starters,
with State office staff being furloughed a week earlier than county office staff, it seemed there was less
guidance than usual on how to proceed or maybe DC figured we were getting the process down as it happens
more often than not lately! Secondly, a lot of the contacts in DC that the NASCOE Executive Boards goes to for
answers were more unreachable than in the past, but that didn’t stop NASCOE! NASCOE put out
communication on all forms (Facebook, email, posting to the website) even just to say that there is no update
but stay tuned! This is a huge NASCOE member benefit.
As you are aware from my article in the NEA Newsletter in April and my report at the NEA Rally in Maryland in
May, NASCOE is making a video to help obtain new membership and inspire existing membership. NASCOE
began filming at the MWA Rally March 15th and continued at the all South Rally April 10-13th! The goal is to
wrap up filming at the National Convention in Manhattan, Kansas July 31- August 3rd. The video will cover
who NASCOE is, highlight accomplishments, cover issues employees faced prior to NASCOE’s formation, the
benefits felt first hand by current members, the networking opportunities and end with encouraging
membership or for existing members becoming a mentor to new members. I am excited to see the finished
product and think it will be a great tool for states to use to maintain membership and recruit new members.
Another exciting opportunity for membership is the National Leadership Development Program being held
October 24-26, 2019 in Dallas, Texas. We have so much undiscovered and available talent within NASCOE’s
Membership, and we want to do our best to recruit and train future aspiring leaders to continue carrying the
torch. It is an opportunity for state to develop and enhance leadership, not only in their state but also at the
national level, to promote sustainability and success into the future. I hope each state in the NEA has
committed to sending at least one attendee to take advantage of this amazing opportunity. Succession
planning is key!
In the NEA, we have some states with membership teetering on becoming unaffiliated. Please reach out to me
and/or your NEA Exec so we can talk about options. We can do direct mailings or consider requesting a Jump
Team. The jump team talks to folks about all the great things NASCOE is doing for them. Jump Teams have
stalled lately for many reasons but we are hoping to get that up and running again to avoid states losing their
affiliation by falling below 50% membership.
In closing I would just like to say thank you to all the NEA Membership, without members there would be no
NASCOE. A special thank you to Larry for asking me to stay on as NEA Membership Chair. It has been a
pleasure representing the NEA Membership and I look forward to meeting new members and seeing new
faces at the NEA Rally and National Convention in the future!

Thanks for being a NASCOE Member!

NAFEC Committee Report
The Mission of this committee is: To support and cooperate with NAFEC promoting a more effective and active farmer
elected committee system for the betterment of agriculture.
A. Report of Progress
1. Through efforts of this committee, NASCOE members across the nation did another great job of getting
NAFEC in front of their COC members during the membership drive and COC Orientation Training Sessions.
2. NAFEC Membership & Associate Membership continues to grow. Retention is a major priority that continues.
NAFEC Officers have taken on more of their own national membership database responsibilities (which has its
challenges) and mailing of the Welcome and NAFEC membership cards.
4. NAFEC will be sending out some new information to the states to share with all County Offices. As NAFEC
moves forward with new changes it is their goal to improve communications to all members. That is why we are
constantly looking at improvements and open to suggestions. Feel free to contact me if you have any
suggestions.
5. NAFEC has changed benefit providers to Dillard’s. This has opened up new opportunities and we will see
multiple changes in the near future.
Dan Shockey,
NASCOE’s NEA NAFEC Committee Chair

https://nascoe.org/nafec/
https://www.nafecfsa.com/

Northeast Area Programs Report

Prepared for the 2019 National

Convention
At the NEA Rally we covered the following list of submissions. Since the Rally there have been 2 program submissions
from the NEA. Both have been referred on. Personally, I’m excited to see the summary of the submissions from last
year, there were quite a few good ones that I hope we see to fruition.
PROGRAM AREA
ARCPLC
CARS
CCC-36/37
CM
9-CM
CP
COC
CRP/CSS/COLS
ELIGIBILITY
FARMERS.GOV
FINANCIAL/NPS
FSLF
HANDBOOKS
LFP
MIDAS
NAP
PA / FOIA
PRICE SUPPORT
SCIMS
WEBTA
WHIP
OCIO
TOTAL

NATIONAL COUNT
3
9
2
5
1

NEA COUNT
1
4
1

6
14
6
3
5
1
2
6
11
4
3
4
4
3
1
2
95

3

2
1
1
1

1
1

1
17

With the onslaught of new programs there will be many issues that you’ll identify that could use some tweaking. Please
take the time to submit them. Changes may not come instantly but if you don’t mention it, they won’t happen at all. In
the future I hope that we will again have access to the list of submissions and responses on the NASCOE site. I always
felt I learned a lot of information without having to ask any questions. I’ll be honest I mostly learned things I was doing
wrong but I was very happy to become aware that way rather than during a review. I hope those attending the
Convention have a great time. Thank you, Larry, for the opportunity to serve as the NEA Programs Chair.
-Kate Hemstreet 7/26/2019

https://nascoe.org/programs/

NASCOE Convention #60
2019 Publicity Report
Activities to date from Publicity in this 2018-2019 year are as follows…


Three Area Bulletins have been published to date – one in the Fall, one in the Spring, and one in late
May about the NEA Rally. This meets the requirements per standards established under the NASCOE
National Publicity Committee. However, another bulletin is planned containing information from the
NASCOE Convention that will be emailed late August or early September. Distribution to membership
was tasked to State Publicity Chairs, and if vacant, through State Presidents. Thanks for your efforts in
getting the news out to our members. Bulletins have also been posted to the new NEA Facebook page.
If you as a member are not receiving the Bulletins, please check with your State Chair and/or State
President.



A Facebook page for the Northeast Area was created as another tool to spread NASCOE news and
information as well as highlight the NEA. Before the NEA Rally, this page had 45 Likes and 48
Followers, and after the Rally, it climbed to 54 Likes and 57 Followers. Presently, as of July 21, 2019,
the page has 56 Likes and 59 Followers. An Event was created for this year’s NEA Rally to share news
and reminders. Information from the Rally was posted to the main page throughout the Event,
including video of the speakers and the Q&A Session. I hope to do similar posts during the NASCOE
Convention on this page as well as share any posts from the NASCOE News page for those unable to
attend. Please continue to like and share the page, especially during and after the Convention. If you
would like to advertise or post about any of your state events, please let me know.



The 2019 NASCOE Convention Cash Club contest had the most entries since the contest began. There
were nine total entries, with at least one from each area. Thank you, State Association Publicity
Chairs, for publicizing the contest! On May 26, the winners were announced. Congratulations to Jamie
Newland of MA, he is the NEA winner! Enjoy your first time at a NASCOE Convention, Jamie! A
requirement of the winner is to write of their first NASCOE Convention experiences and this will be
included in a future NASCOE Bulletin. Those will be must-read articles for all of us as we promote next
year’s contest for the NASCOE Convention in Savannah, GA.

Another reminder to all to be sure that your State President and State Membership Chair have your correct
home email address and that it has been submitted to the NASCOE Database.
Again, thanks, NEA Exec Larry Parker, for asking me to serve in this capacity. If there is any way that I can
assist you or your state association with publicity efforts in the remaining months of this NASCOE year, please
do not hesitate to contact me.
Respectfully submitted,
Carole Hill,
2018-2019 NEA Publicity Chair
chill570@hotmail.com

